


What is Basket 

Weave/Bead Effect?

By Jim & Shelley Kent By Darren Smith 



Work of Dale Guilford

Southwest style designs



Fail to Plan! 

Plan to Fail



You have two choices. One to 

make a piece to suit your design, 

or two, make a design to suit your 

piece! 

I will come back to this when we 

talk about design.



Throughout this type of project the old adage 

about measuring twice and cut once, is 

paramount. But it’s now count twice (for 

me it can be more often) before moving on to 

the next step, which is not always cutting. This 

will become obvious as we proceed. 

Concentration is very important throughout this 

project. 



A Basic vase for decoration 

with “Basket Weave Effect”



STARTING 
FROM 

SCRATCH



TURN TO 
ROUND 

WITH TWO 
CHUCKING 

POINTS



MARK 
CENTRE 
+ 1/3RD 

AND 
2/3RDS



Turn to required shape

Start to part off 

through centre and 

form shoulder for joint

Not a very good shape



PART OFF



Form rebate for joint. Hollow out  bottom 

half wall thickness approx. 10mm



RE-
CHUCK 

TOP HALF 
USING 

BOTTOM 
HALF TO 
LINE UP 

THE 
CENTRES



Using callipers 

measure inside of base  With lathe running 

carefully mark wall 

thickness to match



Part hollow top section



Using head and tail 

stocks glue up over night 

Line up first bead 

with glue joint



Beading Tool



Cut beads at 90*to face 

Using little pressure 

rock gouge from side to 

side



Think about design?

How many beads did you get on 

this turning and how many do 

you need for your design?

Do you need to amend either?

At this point, if you have not already 

done so, you must do your design 



Bead at bottom 

worked out spot on

Bead at top was 

about 1/3rd  out 

(1mm)



That’s what I planned for this design



Finish hollowing and form 

mouth of vase 
Finish hollowing



Sanding Sealer to inside 

and lip bead only

Note still on chuck



Polar Graph Paper
Basic indexing plate



CNC Perspex indexing plate

Home Neville 

made Indexing 

post/pin 



High Tec state of the art marking off/indexing 

equipment World wide Patent applied for

Ian’s indexing system



Dale Guilford’s index system



Starting at 0* mark a line the length of the

turning excluding first and last bead, then

repeat every 10* giving you a total of 36 lines



This design requires 72 vertical lines, though 

36 have only been marked off. This will be 

explained further when we look at the 

Pyrography technique’s.

Any number of vertical lines or horizontal 

beads can be used. Though your design will 

be restricted by the size of your piece, size of 

beads and your indexing capabilities.    



Design

By Jim & Shelly Kent By Darren Smith



Individual/different  tastes

By Darren Smith By Jim & Shelly Kent



Simple design only needs 

to be repeated around the 

circumference, not in the 

hight. Therefore the 

pattern only needs to be a 

devisable number of 72.

One pattern is from the 

first coloured bead to the 

last non-coloured bead

non-coloured bead.    



However as you can 

see the design changed 

from what was first put 

on paper. Two hues of 

blue used and 13 beads 

per pattern instead of 

6.



11 beads

Pattern =13 

beads + Gap 

of 11 beads 

totalling  24 

Therefore    

72 / 24 = 3

Patterns 

repeated 3 

times



Variation on the Blue vase design using 2 

colours narrower bands and bands going 

both clockwise and anti clockwise 



First     

Design   

Design 

is 

wrong 



THIS IS WHAT WAS WRONGNot symmetrical 



Design 

used

Turning is 75 

(planned) rows 

high. Pattern full 

repeat =12 beads.

5 repeats = 60

½ repeat = 6

Plus 1 row

4 rows for top 

4 rows bottom 

Total 75 



1
2 3 4 5

1/2

5 and ½ repeats
5 and ½ pattern repeats



Full repeat 

12 beads

Half Repeat

6 beads



The plus row



Design 

used Turning is 72 

beads in 

circumference. 

Pattern repeat   

= 12 beads.

6 repeats = 72
One Pattern 



4 rows to finish 

top to form a 

matching border 

4 rows to start 

bottom to form a 

matching border 



Bottom

Bottom

Top

Top

Platters



The principals of the pattern 

design for a Platter or Bowl are 

the same as a Vase. 

Circumferences are the same, but 

the hight is now the radius.    



Polar graph paper Platter design (top)



Under side 

can have more 

beads than the 

top, so design 

must allow for 

this! 





Razertip 
Interchangeable Tip 



Pencil marks

Burnt marks over 

Pencil marks



First 36 vertical 

burnt lines over 

pencil marks

Free hand vertical 

burnt line between 

each of the first 36



Chucking point and waste wood have not been 

parted off. These are used to test temperature of 

tip and colours for bleeding.



Medium for 

colouring
I have used Water 

Colour paints, Acrylic 

paints, Drawing Ink all 

applied with a brush and 

Alcohol-based marker 

pens  



InkPens
Water Colours



Now you need to really 

Concentrate and then 

CONCENTRATE 

even more.



For this pattern, I started 

applying colour to the 

bottom border going 

right around, then started 

with the first row up from 

the bottom border. Again 

going right around, this is 

the foundation of your

pattern. Remember to Count twice



I then went on to 5 rows of 

Red again going all away 

round. Note that only the 

first 3 rows of this stage have 

3 red beads the next have 2 

then 1 



I then moved on to 

the first set of 

Green beads, the 

photo shows 6 rows 

filled in and 3 

dotted in. The next 

9 rows of Red are 

also dotted in.

Remember to Count twice



When using pens I fill each bead using 

two strokes

First a down stroke Then a up 

stroke



Once all the colouring is 

completed, back on the 

lathe to part off. You can 

also apply your preferred 

finish (but check that it’s 

compatible with what ever 

medium you have used to 

colour your pattern)).



ANY QUESTIONS??????



THANK YOU AND GOOD NIGHT


